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1. Introduction
The aim of the article is to present a concept or model of an effective product development in the 
automotive industry ba
generally use the approach of concurrent engineering which is mainly focused on engineering process 
only. The classical interdisciplinary approach to work under which experts from dif
disciplines aim at a common project goal, has also become insufficient. As a matter of fact, it occurs 
too often that experiences, intuition and external stakeholders are neglected. The transdisciplinary 
approach is, however, a combination 
the principle of concurrence allows a significantly better interaction between science, development 
entities and technologists on one hand, and other environment on the other hand.
Furthermo
and intuitive decision
present the use of business intelligence at the management of the
important co
industry consists of a modern information environment which is consistent with the company's 
strategic goals. 

2. Transdi
Interdisciplinarity is a type of collaboration in which specialists drawn from different research 
disciplines work together in pursuit of common goals. This type of collaboration boasts numerous 
benefits, however there are some restrictions. T
follow the project goal while they fail to deal with how this goal or the result affects other stakeholders 
in the process or the wider society. We are aware of cases of excellent development groups who 
nevertheless have difficulties acquiring financial resources, communicating, managing or marketing 
their development outcome. In our company, we try to avoid these difficulties as much as possible; 
therefore we are searching for new approaches conveying mos
to users or customers.
Unlike the interdisciplinarity, the transdisciplinarity is a less recognized category involving progress 
of concepts which cannot be comprehended in terms of any individual discipline and needs
simultaneous combination of knowledge related to several disciplines. Transdisciplinary approach is a 
combination of (inter)disciplinary and (un)disciplinary sphere allowing interaction between science or 
researchers and wider society. In addition to »h
involves the so
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3. Concurrent
Concurrent Engineering (CE) is a systematic approach to integrated product development that 
emphasizes the response to customer ex
sharing in such a manner that decision making is by consensus, involving all perspectives in parallel, 
from the beginning of the product life cycle [Ashley 1995].
Concurrent Engineering is a sy
their related processes, including, manufacturing and support. This approach is intended to cause the 
developers from the very outset to consider all elements of the product life cycle,
disposal, including cost, schedule, quality and user requirements [Pennell
In order to define development activities within the industry, we can summarize that concurrent 
engineering is a simultaneous performance of se
a philosophy, a concept, a way of thinking, a way of organizing work whose basic characteristics are 
as follows [Mihelič 2012]:

 concurrent/parallel performance of activities
 multidisciplinary team appro
 project organisation and
 early sharing of information

Concurrent engineering is a thorough, comprehensive and sustainable approach to product 
development taking into consideration the lifetime use of product already a
is directed to the user; it reduces time to market and is based on application of advanced development 
methods and a strong joint information and communication platform.
Figure 2 symbolically shows the concept of concurrent en
product development according to the system of concurrent engineering.
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Figure 2. Concept of concurrent engineering 

4. Intuitive decision-making 
A high level of dynamics in automotive industry requires a high level of skills from its managers to 
deal with the surprising and unexpected new challenges. According to the testimony of scientific 
evidence through the use of intuition and in time limited resources, decision-making can improve the 
time needed to solve them, as well as improve the quality of decisions. The main purpose of the study 
was to identify possible correlation between level of emotional intelligence and intuitive decision-
making among top and middle-level managers in automotive industry. 
Intuition is a process of thinking. The input to this process is mostly provided by knowledge stored in 
long-term memory that has been primarily acquired via associative learning. The input is processed 
automatically and without conscious awareness. The output of the process is a feeling that can serve as 
a basis for judgments and decisions. People are often able of direct understanding of truth-the essence 
of which in times can be quite not obvious or hidden, and may even be contrary to common sense. 
Occasionally, we are able to withdraw from their own frame of knowledge, facts, logical thinking, and 
existing thought patterns and solve the problem just like that, on the basis of something for which we 
know that we have and we do not know how and when we gain. In these cases, it is an area of intuitive 
thinking and decision-making. Intuition is known to a lot of people. Despite the fact that they rarely 
contemplate about it is nevertheless consciously or unconsciously often used. Gladwell argues that the 
ability to read fragments of data is not a special gift, which only a few have, but the main function of 
the human brain. Intuition is not used until we realize we need to quickly resolve a problem or find 
ourselves in unfamiliar circumstances [Betsch 2008]. He said that fragments of the data are used in 
intuition, because we have to and we also rely on them even though we focus on them only for a 
second or two. Intuition cannot be inferred by an algorithm by which we come to certain conclusions. 
Our starting point is the unconscious level, where information is not accessible to consciousness. 
Intuition is related to the human subconscious mental processes and includes all previous experience 
to support our findings. The most important role in the process of solving problems which managers 
face is both rationality and reasonableness-causality. Namely, solving problematic situations in this 
manner is polished, already used and can therefore be augmented, have its own facts, its limitations 
and its logical conclusions, which may, if necessary, be controlled. But rationality alone does not 
necessarily mean the best solution for many problems, especially not for complex-multi-faceted 
problems which do not completely clear the input data and the solutions require resources (for 
example, sufficient time). In this case, the manager meets a completely new situation which he has 
never experienced in his career. The situation can be compared to a computer, which is programmed to 
solve certain types of problems. But when a problem occurs, for which the program does not exist yet, 
the problem is at the moment for a specific computer unsolvable. In these situations, which are in 
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Moreover, they provide answers to key questions related to corporate sustainability and therefore 
determine the strategic reference lines, process model, and organization, structure of knowledge and 
conduct of business rules, roles and responsibilities and spatial dimensions of the company's 

technology to impact directly or indirectly the growth 
rate joint missions of the business 

management and the IT manager. The future of the company and the business value of the IT depend 
ge extent on efficiency of this strategic reflection and cooperation. Progress and deployment of 
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modern approaches and tools in the area of product development in automotive industry (ERP – 
Enterprise Resource Planning, PLM – Product Lifecycle Management, SCM – Supply Chain 
Management, CRM – Customer Relationship Management, ECM – Enterprise Content Management, 
BI – Business Intelligence, SOA – Service Oriented Architecture) enable the company (providing the 
IT development strategy is in compliance with the company strategy) to operate more effectively and 
more sustainably and to increase their competitiveness. Therefore, the real power and sustainability of 
the IT's business value lies mostly in [Cerovšek 2012]: 

 moderate use of information technology (compliance of IT objectives with the company's 
objectives), 

 business process management (extended view on renewal and informatization of operations), 
 involvement and progress of informed and motivated employees. 

In the process of transdiciplinary product development the information technology upgrades its 
technological value with business value which is becoming an essential element in orientation of its 
function. It provides [Groznik et al. 2005] measurable (tangible) and non-measurable (intangible) 
benefits for the company. The latter ones are getting more and more importance, yet they are often 
neglected (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Measurable and non-measurable benefits for the company 

MEASURABLE BENEFITS NON-MEASURABLE BENEFITS 
 Higher productivity.  Higher customer’s satisfaction. 
 Lower operating costs.  Increased flexibility of operations. 
 Change in personnel structure.  Better quality of information. 
 Higher added value.  Improved control of sources. 
 Lower sales costs.  Improved planning process. 
 Lower administration costs.  More favourable consideration of 

employees. 
 Reduction in growth of expenses.  Improved portfolio management. 
 Lower costs of work equipment.  Better corporate presentation of 

company. 
 
Strategic management of information environment has through the management of process of product 
development an important impact on the company's effectiveness and efficiency. The word is about 
management of modern information technology according to the principles of business environment 
and on the correct understanding and application of approaches related to management of business 
processes. 

7. Transdisciplinary model of product development 
Proposed transdisciplinary model of product development in the industry is based on three main parts: 

 Design and Development, 
 Production, and  
 Management. 

Design and development of a new product is based on the principles of concurrent engineering. This 
process consists of two phases:  

1. Phase of new product design, and 
2. Phase of product development. 

The phase of new product design is coordinated by key account managers from the commercial 
division. Activities are organised according to the team work, where experts from different areas are 
involved: 

 Design of a product: 
o Definition of design, virtual analysis. 

 Design of a production process:  
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o Definition of technology. 
 Logistics: 

o Draft planning of logistics in plant(s), logistics between plants, and transportation to 
the customers. 

 Purchasing:  
o Draft planning of materials, of equipment, tools, machines, and buildings. 

 Quality:  
o Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA). 

 Economics: 
o Pricing. 

In the phase of new product design team members contribute knowledge and expertise from different 
areas or disciplines, like: mechanical and electro engineering, materials, logistics quality management 
and economics. Besides knowledge from so-called “hard” sciences also knowledge from the “soft” 
disciplines is necessary, like communications skills, psychology and global understanding of the 
trends and market. The result of that part is an offer for the customer. There is an important milestone 
of the whole process, where a decision about the further development should be made. Decision 
making is a complex process, which is based on existing knowledge and relevant information. 
However, the decision making is very often supported by emotional intelligence and intuitive decision 
making. 
The phase of product development is coordinated by project managers from the project office. 
Activities are organised according to the project work, where experts from different areas are 
involved: 

 Development of a product: 
o Analysis, testing, prototyping, standardization. 

 Development of a production process: 
o Design of machines and tools. 

 Logistics: 
o Detailed planning of logistics in plant(s), between plants, transportation to the 

customers. 
 Purchasing: 

o Detailed planning of materials, equipment, tools, machines, and buildings. 
 Quality: 

o Detailed planning using methods like 
 FMEA,  
 Advanced product quality planning (APQP),  
 Sorting, Straightening or Setting in Order to Flow or Streamlining, Shining, 

Standardize, and Sustain (5S), and 
 Statistical Process Control (SPC). 

o Industrialization: constructions, installations, equipment. 
In the phase of product development project members contribute knowledge and expertise from 
different disciplines. Project team must follow the project goals, so we can talk about the 
interdisciplinary approach. However, the project manager should be aware about the broader, strategic 
goals of the company, about the changes in the environment and be able to react to different risks. 
That is why we can also talk about the interdisciplinary approach. One of the most important pre-
condition for the successful project is an appropriate level of communication in the project team, and 
communication of project manager with the top management and with other project managers in the 
company. Project manager as the representative of the middle-level management is very often 
confronted with the decision making. Sometimes he/she has enough information for relevant decision, 
but it happens very often that he/she must make a decision with insufficient information in a fuzzy 
environment. It that cases experienced project manager comprises emotional intelligence and intuitive 
decision-making 
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Decision making at the top-level as well as at the middle-level management is much more relevant and 
less frustrating, if these is available appropriate information technology and IT solutions (see also 
Figure 5). 

 
Figure 5. Schematic presentation of transdisciplinary model 

8. Conclusion 
Business environment surrounding the automotive industry is extremely dynamic. Many times, some 
unpredicted circumstances might occur and data might be incomplete or even false. In such critical 
situations, all available know-how and information need to be used in a very short time and people 
have to be able to communicate properly within the company, as well as with external stakeholders, 
e.g. customers, suppliers, partners and wider society. In such a situation, all disciplinary knowledge 
and set goals have to be overcome. In such a case we talk about a new, the so called transdisciplinary 
approach. 
Transdisciplinary model represents a significant leap in thinking while developing products in 
automotive industry. The traditional engineering knowledge based on interdisciplinary concept is 
supplemented with new »soft« know-how allowing a faster penetration of technical solutions to the 
end customer. The new model of efficient development represents a basis not only for automotive but 
also for other industries with the purpose of implementing a new development concept in their 
processes customizing their infrastructure and organization. The use of transdisciplinary model in the 
product development will not only reach the limits but will also exceed them. 
Product development in traditional production companies usually belongs to development departments 
which are due to their specificity often isolated from other processes in the company. In automotive 
industry, the product development usually starts with customer's demand to develop a certain car 
component. This demand involves geometric and functional requirements, estimated volumes and 
expected price. Time of offer preparation including all aspects of product and process development as 
well as overall costs is extremely short and there is usually no possibility to review. This is the reason 
why the product development cannot lie within exclusive competence of development departments 
and all stakeholders contributing to a successful realisation of the offer have to get involved in the 
early stage of development projects, i.e. commercial, product design and development, process design 
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and development, purchasing, production, logistics, information and communications technology, 
environmental section and last but not least human resources and finance. The process of product 
realisation gathers experts from different areas or professional disciplines sharing a common goal 
which is why we talk about interdisciplinary teams. Product development in automotive industry is 
performed on the basis of concurrent engineering determined as a simultaneous planning and 
deployment of all processes and information which are necessary for product manufacturing, its sales, 
distribution and after-sales. 
The innovativeness of the presented model lies in the upgrading of the concurrent engineering with 
»soft« and non-disciplinary contents, such as intuitive decision making. The model could be easily 
upgraded to involve product optimisation in terms of its functionality, technological applicability and 
price adequacy, as well as business intelligence, enterprise contents management, and communication 
channels module. 
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